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Health

Flock

Assessment
by Bethany Daniels

by Bethany Daniels

The guy in your building that always
seems just a little too bleary-eyed and
confused? The girl down the hall who
always wake you up with her giggly,
clumsy late-night trek back to to her
room? Don’t judge too quickly. Odds
are they’re probably not doing what
you think they’re doing.
Every two years, Covenant College
participates in the American College
Health Association’s National College Health Assessment. The most
recent survey was taken in February
2011 and the results were released
last December. Over 105,000
students participated, including 331
randomly selected students from
Covenant.
“It’s a whole picture of what is
health,” said Vice President for
Student Development and Dean of
Students Brad Voyles, “so it starts
off with questions about seat-belt
safety, food and exercise, sleep, and
substances like tobacco, alcohol and
drugs, and then veers into questions
about sexual and mental health.”
Unsurprisingly, Covenant students
were abstinent from sex, drugs, and
alcohol when compared to other
college students, the survey findings
indicated that Covenant students
may have a skewed perspective of
Continued on page 2News

Next fall, Covenant students will
not only welcome a new president,
but also eight new professors.
There are three recently confirmed
faculty additions to introduce as
the hiring process continues.
Joining future computer
science professor Dr. Jeff
Humphries and theater’s Professor Deborah Kirby, who were
introduced in The Bagpipe last
month, are Dr. Sarah Donaldson
in education, Dr. Hans Madueme
in biblical studies and Dr. Nola
Stephens in English. Candidates
for the remaining engineering,
film and English positions are
still being interviewed.
College assessment determines
the number of open positions.
Each department decides if its
class sizes are too large or if
more classes are needed to meet
the needs of students. According to Vice President of Academic Affairs Dr. Jeff Hall, the
projected increase in number of
students and a raise in tuition
financially enables Covenant to
hire new professors next year.
Hall predicted that the engineering and English professors
will be hired by the end of April,
Continued on page 2News

Naomi Belz

Tummy Troubles
by Ellen Davis

Last Wednesday night, four Covenant students spent the night in the
Erlanger Emergency Room due to
a gastrointestinal virus that suddenly
hit campus. As of Friday at 4 p.m., 58
students on and off campus showed
signs of the same illness. Reasons for
the virus are yet to be determined,
although the Georgia Health Department is currently running tests to
find the cause.

“Joe texted me at 8:30 asking if I
could take him down to the ER,” said
sophomore Jonathan Leverett, who
did not get sick but spent Wednesday
night in the ER with his roommate,
Joe Riddle. “He had already vomited
nine times.”
When the two arrived at Erlanger,
senior Kaia Moore was there with
fellow senior Rashad Gober, who had
symptoms similar to Riddle. Several
hours later, two more Covenant
students arrived with the same illness.

Riddle did not get helped until 3
a.m., but was finally set up to an IV
and was discharged at 6 a.m. Gober
had to spend 17 hours at the hospital
due to dehydration.
“Since we were all in the ER
together for so long, we got to talking
and found out that everyone had
gotten sick from 3 to 5 p.m. that day,”
said Leverett.
Carter RD Adam Porcella was on
duty that night, and began receiving
Continued on page 2News
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their peers’ drug and alcohol use.
“About 50 percent of our students
have never used alcohol, but when
you ask them ‘What percentage of
people on your campus have never
used alcohol?’ they say 15 percent. So
people think that there are a lot more
folks using alcohol than actually are,”
said Voyles.
Expectations were a little different.
Students believed that 42.6 percent of
their peers had used alcohol in the last
thirty days, while only 14.2 percent
actually had. Cigarette use and other
drug use also had similar results, with
marijuana being the most significant
difference, with about two percent actual use within thirty days, but a 15.5
percent perceived use by students.
Voyles was interested in the social
norms of Covenant students in light
of their perceived use of sex, drugs
and alcohol. “Is that just the culture
talking, in the way that we see these
things so prevalently in different
forms of media or do we just assume
people have?” he asked.
However, though Covenant students didn’t fall into the social norms
practiced at other colleges, Voyles
expressed his concern to the committee over the number of sexually active
students, admittedly a small percentage of the student body, who reported
using emergency contraception.
“We’re not talking about
hundreds of people, but it is a big
increase,” said Voyles.

29.2 percent of college students
nationwide reported abstinence in the
last year, whereas 86.8 percent of Covenant students reported abstinence.
However, of the Covenant students who did have sex, 17.4 percent
reported using or their partner using
a form of emergency contraception,
or “the morning after” pill, which is a
significant jump from 2009’s survey,
when 5.6 percent reported using
emergency contraception.
This survey’s data helps inform
the administration for the sort of
programming they offer, such as the
alcohol awareness week before spring
break, as well as topically relevant chapel speakers, such as Justin Holcomb.
For instance, 10 percent of
Covenant students felt more lonely,
overwhelmed, and sad than the national averages. Voyles mentioned the
depression conversations with pastor
of Lookout Mountain Presbyterian
Church, Joe Novenson, as well as the
counselor-sponsored grief talks as
examples of steps being taken to act
on the survey results.
“We had Justin Holcomb come
in to talk about sexual assault and
sexual abuse, because the numbers
[provided by Holcomb, not included
in survey results] are huge. And if
that’s the case, a lot of reasons people
may be feeling overwhelmed or seriously considering suicide, which are
categories in the survey, stem from
that. Even bringing in chapel speakers to talk on these sort of topics is
part of emotional health and mental
wellness.”
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calls from students all across campus
around 6 p.m. By the end of the
night, 12 students had reported sick,
all between 3 and 10 p.m.
Thursday afternoon, Health
Services Director Nurse Barb Michal
had a line of students waiting at the
office. The symptoms were not all
as severe as Riddle and Gober, but
many students were extremely ill.
Erlanger notified Georgia Public
Health about the problem, and Dade
County sent a team to campus on
Thursday morning to investigate the
Chartwells food service as a possibility.
“There’s no reason to suspect food
poisoning,” said Porcella. “A number
of students who got sick had not
been to the Great Hall in days.”
Rumors fly when any abnormal
event occurs on a small campus, and
this stomach bug is no exception.
Some speculate this sudden illness
could be due to salmonella from an
animal at the Student Appreciation
Day petting zoo, but others think it is
simply a Norovirus, which is spread
quickly through people in close
quarters. Nothing will be conclusively determined until tests return in
several days.
The virus is dying down now,
and Covenant Facilities put a team
together to sanitize door handles on
an hourly basis and clean bathrooms
of the ill students. Chartwells has
worked hard to keep everything clean
and according to health code.
Nurse Barb has seen similar
outbreaks at Covenant in years past,
and they are usually over 24-48 hours
after the first occurrence. She stresses
that students need to be careful about
simple hygiene.
“The best way to avoid viruses is to
wash your hands frequently and have
social distance from someone who is
ill,” she said. “These are the kinds of
things your mother taught you to do.”

but the search for a film professor will extend into the summer.
The English department welcomes Dr. Nola Stephens who
is currently a visiting assistant
professor of linguistics at Pennsylvania State University. She
received her Ph.D. in linguistics
from Stanford and enjoys thinking about language in new ways
as she teaches Introduction to
Linguistics.
Stephens said she grew up in
“the Texas part of the Bible belt”
and one of her treasured possessions is a waffle maker that
makes Texas-shaped waffles.
While looking for a job in
linguistics and composition,
Stephens discovered the position
at Covenant. She is excited to
move to the South and enter the
Covenant community.
“Up to now, there's been a
clear separation between my
Christian community and my
academic community. I'm looking forward to relating to my
students and colleagues, not just
as fellow academics, but also as
fellow believers,” said Stephens.
Dr. Hans Madueme, who
works full-time as the managing director of the Carl F. H.
Henry Center for Theological
Understanding, will be joining Covenant’s biblical studies
department. He is also an adjunct professor of theology and
bioethics at Trinity International
University Graduate School and
a research scholar at the Center for Bioethics and Human
Dignity.
Born in Sweden, Madueme
grew up in Nigeria, Austria, and
England. He loves theology but
originally planned to be a medical doctor.
“I completed a residency in

250%

internal medicine at the Mayo
Clinic. Right after my residency,
I decided to change my career
direction and pursue seminary
studies. Needless to say my
parents were devastated and my
colleagues thought I was losing
my mind,” said Madueme, who is
thrilled to be teaching Doctrine
I this fall.
“When you see me on campus
and you think I’m looking a bit
too serious, don’t be deceived. It’s
likely I’m lost in some theological tangent or just sleep deprived,
as my wife and I are expecting
our first child this summer. And
don’t take me too seriously!
Please come up to me and introduce yourself,” said Madueme.
Dr. Sarah Donaldson, currently a visiting professor in Covenant’s mathematics department,
will be teaching in the education
department beginning this fall.
Donaldson is a Covenant graduate and received her Ph.D. in
mathematics education from the
University of Georgia. Prior to
beginning her Ph.D., she taught
for 3 years at Riverside School
in Prague, Czech Republic and
spent one year at the Christian
International School of Prague.
“The philosophy of Christian
education that I learned while I
was a student at Covenant has
shaped so much of what I do as
a teacher,” said Donaldson. “So
it's a real joy and honor to step
into the role of professor where I
hope the Lord will use me in the
lives of future teachers.”
Though the hiring process is
still ongoing, Hall is confident
the latest additions to Covenant
faculty are the best possible fits
for their positions.
“I’m pleased that people who
are so dedicated to our mission
and are experts in their fields are
so excited to be here,” said Hall.

Faculty Quote of the Week
This is from the ESV, not some Catholic version or some damn liberal version. This version came down from heaven itself.
- Kelly Kapic in Doctrine II
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The Big Red Bus Visits Campus
by Lily Davis

Last Friday, a bright red doubledecker-bus-turned-thrift-store
sat parked in Carter Circle for
most of the day, surrounded by a
flurry of tents and tended to by
workers and volunteers in equally
bright red t-shirts.
The bus is the physical manifestation of an organization
called Red Bus Project, which
is connected with Steven Curtis
Chapman’s organization Show
Hope. Show Hope provides
adoption grants, care for orphans,
and helps families who are going
through the adoption process.
Chapman’s college-age children, Emily and Caleb, wanted
to find a way to get college students interested in and involved
with the process of adoption and
their vision is realized in the Red
Bus Project.
Sam Moreland, a freshman
who was one of Covenant’s student leaders for the event, sees
the Red Bus Project as a way
to get college students involved
with orphan care.
“We know we aren't in stages
of life where we can adopt or donate large sums of money, so the
question becomes ‘What can we
do?’ We can sacrifice and donate
nice clothes to a good cause, as
well as buy items from the bus,”
Moreland said.

Red Bus Project is a doubledecker bus that has been remodeled into a thrift store. This
spring, the bus has been making a tour to different college
campuses. In it, students can
both buy and donate clothes.
After the bus closes up shop in
the evening, Caleb Chapman and
his band, CALEB, perform. The
profit from Red Bus Project then
goes to Show Hope.
Maegan Wallin and Emily Lawson, two students from
Shorter University who decided
to volunteer with Red Bus Project for the day, said they thought
the bus was well-received at
Covenant. They were not outrageously busy, but they saw “a
good amount of traffic” throughout the day, as students stopped
by to donate bags of clothes or
peruse the racks in the bus.
According to Wallin and Lawson, reception at other schools
has also been encouraging. At
Tennessee Technical College,
about 300 students showed up
for CALEB’s evening concert.
Christiana Fitzpatrick, Special Programs and Mentoring
Coordinator for Covenant’s
Chapel Department, said that
she loves “the way the Red Bus
Project is connecting colleges to
one another and inviting students
to be part of something bigger
than themselves.” Donating a few

pieces of clothing or buying a
pair of jeans might seem insignificant, said Fitzpatrick, but “many
students doing this together
could actually enable a family to
adopt a child who would not otherwise have a home.”
Even though Red Bus Project
was only on Covenant’s campus
for one day, there are ways to
stay involved with the project.
Moreland said that she plans to
go to the bus’s stop at University
of Tennessee Chattanooga’s campus on April 16th. Students can
also volunteer to travel with the
bus for a day or two like Wallin
and Lawson did.
Fitzpatrick hopes Red Bus
Project will spur students to tell
friends and family about organizations like Show Hope, making
them more aware of the needs
of orphans and opportunities to
help care for them.
“The Red Bus project is very
intentional about wanting to be a
catalyst for student involvement
— not to be a one-time event,
but push Christians towards better understanding and growing
in the Biblical mandate to care
for orphans,” said Fitzpatrick.
For information about getting
further involved with orphan
care and ministries like Red Bus
Project, visit redbusproject.org
and showhope.org.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for News, please contact News editor Rebekah Taft at rebekah.taft@covenant.edu.

Last week, we published a
punchy article about Covenant’s
performance of the musical
Aida. The immediate outrage it
sparked deserves some acknowledgement and explanation from
The Bagpipe. There are a few
things I’d like to point out.
1. The article was written by
Mitch Prentis, and while he
works on The Bagpipe staff, the
article reflected his personal take
on the play. By no means does
anyone else on staff necessarily
feel the same way that he did.
2. Prentis’s personal take on
the play is called a review. This
type of writing is different from
a news article. Where a news
article strives for objectivity, any
kind of arts review is necessarily biased. The article was not
attempting to report the play, it
was attempting to review it.
3. I would like to apologize
for the harsh tone of some of
the words. We understand that
the Covenant musical theatre
department is growing and
shaping, like many other small
departments on this campus. The
people building them up need
our morale support.
4. We published the article before preview weekend because we
like to offer plays and musicals
reviews between their two weeks
of performance. By no means
did we intentionally publish the
somewhat scathing review to
embarrass those in the musical.
5. The Bagpipe is not a PR paper.
In the future, we will strive to
both write and edit in love for
our neighbor.
6. If you don’t like something in
The Bagpipe, write something
you do like. We are your student
newspaper, after all.
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Animation
Turn the Other Cheek
by Andrew Mollenkof

by Greg Steele

GCB. Good Christian Bitches. It’s
the hot new show on ABC this
spring. The premise is fairly simple:
High school “Queen B” Amanda
Vaughn comes back to her old
town after her husband dies. It
turns out that all the people she
used to know have become “good
Christians.” Inside of church, they
are the model citizens, but outside,
they live judgmental, hypocritical,
and undesirable lives. Two of the
characters tear each other apart
most of the week, but greet each
other warmly in the church service.
The show implies that Christians
are two-faced, harshly critical, and
horrifically inconsistent, and the
show uses this picture to add to the
drama and comedy of the show.
Mocking caricatures of Christianity are not something new in
the media. A new movie comes out
nearly every year with a character that is in the hypocritical and
judgmental Christian stereotype,
from Easy A to Hamlet 2. Even
before GCB came out, Are You
There, Chelsea? featured Christian
stereotypes as two of the main supporting characters. As soon as one
falls, another rises to take its place.
Many faithful Christians have
responded to these attacks with
the rally cry, “Fight back for
Christ!” They have organized boy-

cotts and letter writing campaigns
backed by sermons calling America out of its cultural quagmire. The
rationale is that Christians get the
brunt of all the jokes and insults.
A show entitled Good Muslim
Bitches would never make it to
air because there would be such
an uproar. These Christians argue
for the need to let the media hear
them and remember that America
still holds true to its Christian
roots! They argue that followers
of Christ should not allow God,
His people, and His church to be
mocked; they must stand firm.
As much as I love and respect
many Christians who hold to this
view, I don’t think it is the correct
response. To find a more Biblical
perspective, one can turn to Peter,
who gives some valuable instruction on this subject. He writes his
first letter to the “elect exiles of the
Dispersion,” people who are, as Peter sees it, exiles in their own land.
They live in the world, but it is
not their real home. Not only that
— the world that they live in is
diametrically opposed to their new
faith. How then are they supposed
to live? Should they rebel? Make
the Roman government recognize
their power base? Not support
Rome by withdrawing economically? Peter’s answer involves none of
these suggestions. Instead, he writes,
“Keep your conduct among the

Gentiles honorable, so that when
they speak against you as evildoers,
they may see your good deeds and
glorify God on the day of visitation”
(1 Pt. 2:12). Those Christians were
supposed to live faithfully as resident aliens, showing forth lives that
would bring others to Christ.
In light of Peter and Jesus, how
should Christians today respond
to attacks from the media? They
should live faithful lives that speak
to the truth of the gospel. Loud,
boisterous responses to attacks only
reinforce negative Christian stereotype. It’s fighting on the world’s
terms, not Christ’s. Christ came
in vulnerability and suffering, so
we should not be afraid to go into
the world in the same way. We are
called to carry our cross daily and
follow him. At the same time, it
does not mean we live in complacency. We have to engage with the
stereotype and those who promote
it. We have to show them that
we are not hypocritical, backbiting, out of touch, and judgmental,
but rather sinful people living in
God’s grace. We will be persecuted,
whether by government or cultural
structures; Jesus guarantees it. Our
response is to be one that makes
people ask about the hope we have
within us, that more and more may
“see our good works and glorify
our Father in heaven.”

When I talk to people about
anime ( Japanese animated
shows), they tend to think of
cheesy-voiced, odd characters
in weird shows. “Mature” college students’ anime and other
cartoons are often relegated
to a place of ill repute. Anime,
however, is not all immature,
and, if viewers are willing to
give it a try, often surprisingly
contains material that ranges
from deep philosophy to
mythical alternate realities.
Cartoons have always allowed for great ingenuity.
Unlike real actors and cameras,
cartoons have had the ease of
exploring foreign universes and
imaginary places. This allows
for each cartoon to be varied
and unique, if the makers have
plied their craft well. Part of
the beauty of a cartoon is that
we get to see into the mind of
another and learn what shapes,
colors and ideas intrigue them.
When anime came to
America, the artform did not
gain popularity until around
the ‘80s when the industry
began to boom. One of the
first films to gain critical acclaim in America was Akira
by Katsuhiro Otomo in 1989.
Much later Spirited Away by
Hayao Miyazaki won best animated feature. Spirited Away is
a beautiful film about a young

girl who ends up being trapped
in a spirit world, as the title
implies. The beauty of this
film is not only in the story
told but also the foreignness
that the movie holds for nonJapanese viewers.
Anime, being Japanese,
brings a new and refreshing way of telling stories to
America, as the popularity of
anime in Japan has given rise
to a lot of variety in the medium. American animation is
often either “adult” humor or
childish entertainment. Serious anime makers tend to view
themselves as very high brow
story tellers and art makers instead of just entertainers. This
high standard that the genre
often holds itself to creates enjoyable stories that often have
the potential to appeal to wide
audiences.
From zombie adventures to
robo-punk, anime has it all.
People of all interests can find
anime both thought-provoking
and riveting. Anime can be
rewarding and allow people to
experience more of the world
that they haven’t visited. For
starters, go pick up a Miyazaki
film or find an Aniplex series.
Those are generally worth
watching and the new experience will be worth the time
even if anime really isn’t up
your alley.
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Is Hunger Games Good for Humanity?
by Clayton Powers

We live in a society obsessed with
entertainment, always seeking out
the “next big thing” that will push the
proverbial envelope. As passive consumers of entertainment, we become
voyeurs who are engrossed in the pain
we observe on screen, but know nothing of our neighbors’ struggles or even
our own shortcomings. Comfortably
numb, we take so much for granted
— our freedom, our security, and the
value of a human life. Perhaps The
Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins
was written just for us, as a warning of
where our current path might lead.
In the world of Collins’s story,
adapted to the silver screen by director
Gary Ross (Seabiscuit, Pleasantville),
Katniss Everdeen (Jennifer Lawrence) lives in fear of the Reaping, an
annual selection of one young man
and one young woman from each
district of war-torn Panem, made at
random, for the sake of competing in
the brutal Hunger Games.
A show of merciless barbarism,
each Tribute must fight to the death
in an environment manipulated for

the sheer entertainment of the upper classes (those most loyal to the
totalitarian dictatorship of Panem),
a twisted take on both Shirley
Jackson’s short story The Lottery and
Goulding’s Lord of the Flies.
When Katniss’s young sister is
selected against all odds, Katniss
volunteers herself in the place of
innocent Prim, despite the danger
she now faces. As her journey to
the Games progresses, she is forced
to make decisions that will serve
to set her apart as an underdog favorite with the flippant viewership
and a revolutionary later on.
Unlike many of her fellow teenage competitors, Katniss is not eager to kill, but does so in order to
protect herself and others. When
faced with the opportunity to gain
glory and wealth, offered a ticket
out of poverty and a place in the
upper echelons of society through
murdering an innocent, she refuses
to allow the expectations of her
government to define her.
I must admit that The Hunger
Games was entertaining, though
it startled and disturbed me. The

dystopian vision of a society forced to
sacrifice the lives of their children as
a reminder of their repressed status
was painful to watch, despite high
production value and a talented cast.
Perhaps more jarring than the fact
of the Games’ existence is the bloody
abandon with which the teenage
Tributes hack and slash each other,
often howling with glee as they
pursue their prey.
While the filmmakers exercise an
appropriate amount of restraint in
depicting the violence inherent to
the story, there’s enough death and
brutality to give viewers a sense of the
tragedy of lost innocence. I do not
condone watching The Hunger Games,
but I cannot ignore its value as a work
of fiction with which responsible
viewers might grapple. There’s a lot to
think about, if one is to put themselves into Katniss’s hunting boots: is
refusing to kill another human being
weakness, or strength? When threatened with death, are men and women
anything more than their instincts?
Where do mercy and grace tie into
war, even the forced killing of the
Hunger Games? These questions and

wide audience. Even with a female
protagonist and all the romance,
my male students love this book. I
love it because it has a mixture of
what makes a great story.

thinks he's being self righteous.
She doesn't understand that even
while defending himself, Peeta
can still remain true to who he is
instead of morphing into some
merciless killing machine. It's not
until Rue's death that Katniss
understands what he meant. This
idea of not letting the culture
determine your actions remains a
theme throughout the rest of the
series. In every major decision that
Katniss makes throughout the
series, her choices are in some way
influenced by him. He represents
hope to Katniss — the hope that
she can defeat her enemies as well
as the hope she can be more than
a ruthless hunter who only cares
about her little sister. Peeta sees
her as more than a Capitol pawn
or Rebel figurehead. He sees her as
more than she sees herself.

Novelnovice.com

more are raised, and are common to
all mankind, as we struggle with our
flesh and the wicked desires of the
heart. When characters demonstrate
mercy and compassion, they defy the
odds, though it may cost them their
lives.
The popularity of Collins’s novels
has inspired a film trilogy (the first
of which has already nabbed the
honor of third highest grossing
opening weekend of all time with
over $155M in ticket sales) seems

to suggest a marker in the history
of our society’s attitude towards
violence, and particularly violence
towards (and between) children. Yes,
The Hunger Games may be a piece of
fictional literature, but the reality it
depicts is all too familiar. The film
provides a vivid prognostication
concerning our own path, a mirror
held up to our society that reflects
a horrific vision of a possible future,
if we do not strive to hold onto the
compassion that makes us human.

Q: Were you disappointed by the
film?
Yes. Although I didn't think I
was going to be because I knew
Suzanne Collins (the writer) was
involved in the screenplay, set, and
approved of the casting.

pointed you the most?
My issue is mostly with the ending. I expected epic Harry Potter
type PG-13. It was far too sanitized. I feel they could have easily
included some passage of time
clips to intensify the suspense/
feeling that the main characters
could actually DIE. And yes, the
shaky camera was annoying and
prevented us from focusing too
much on the scenes of severe poverty in District 12.

The Katniss Everdeen Expert Weighs In
by Jacob Corbett

Amalia Selle graduated from Covenant with the class of ‘06. She is
pursuing her Master of Fine Arts
in children’s literature from Hollins
University in Roanoke, Virginia.
Her master’s thesis is on Katniss’s
character development in the Hunger
Games trilogy. I sat down with her
to get her take on the Hunger Games
movie.
Q: What do you love about the
Hunger Games series?
I love YA (young adult) fiction in
general because they tackle some
tough issues while having to remain
appropriate to age level. Kids want
to read literature addressing real life
problems, struggles, and fears. They
also love adventure, gore, suspense,
and romance. To me this is why
Hunger Games appeals to such a

Q: Explain your Masters thesis
for us.
I'm analyzing Katniss's character development throughout the
three books, and specifically how
Peeta influences this development.
For example, Katniss by herself is
pretty ruthless and has bought into
her culture's idea that the Hunger
Games are horrible, but there isn't
much you can do about it. This is,
of course, exactly what the Capitol
wants everyone to believe. Peeta,
rather than Katniss, is the character who challenges this idea. When
he first tells Katniss that he wants
to be more than just a piece in the
Capitol's game, she gets mad and

Q: Well, what did you like most
about the film?
I thought Rue's death was well
done and liked that they included the riot in District 11 (even
though this actually happens in
book 2). I like that the romance
didn't become the whole point. I
thought Jennifer Lawrence fit the
part perfectly. Josh Hutcherson is
still growing on me; I'll have to
decide for sure in the next movie.
Effie was great as well. Haymitch
was a bit too polished for me.
Q: What aspect of the film disap-

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Arts, please contact Arts editor Walter Somerville at walter.somerville@covenant.edu

Q: In light of the first film, what
are your expectations for the next
two?
Hopefully more character development and a ramping up of the suspense. The pacing seemed off to me.
There were moments that would
have been great to me, if they had
lingered just a minute more.
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Silence Is Golden
by Scott Holsoema

Hardly a car ride or an evening
of study among college students
passes without music being played.
Hardly a mealtime passes without
substantial conversation.
We do not want silence; that
would simply be awkward! Therefore we fill the “emptiness” with
speech or music, something we
consider to be more meaningful. Is it
more meaningful? Or is there something valuable in silence? I would
say so. Maybe it is time to embrace
the awkward, to practice silence.
Many of us have grown up
in a culture of distraction. Day
after day, we are bombarded with
advertisements, attractions, and
opportunities. Our culture teaches
us to be perpetually distracted by
one thing or another, whether it
is advertisements or sports teams.
Unless we are engaged in some
activity or pursuit, we feel as if we
are unproductive. That is, inactivity
is equal to lack of accomplishment.
In many ways, contemporary
western culture has linked value to
productivity. This leaves no room
for silence, which by nature seems

to be the opposite of productivity.
Why should we be silent when we
could be doing something useful
— accomplishing something?
That is a completely valid
question. To understand it, it is
necessary that we describe what
“silence” means. Silence is a lack
of sound, but its scope reaches beyond that. More important to the
definition and value of silence is
what it facilitates. Perhaps we have
not been silent enough to realize
what silence really means.
If you stop for one whole
minute, removing yourself from
as much noise as you possibly can,
what happens? At first you might
think about what song you would
like to play to fill the silence, or
some witty remark to break the
silence, but beyond that, what do
you do? You think. Maybe you
notice something you have never
seen before, or you begin to reflect
on what has happened lately. Soon,
however that moment is gone.
In that moment, though, did you
do anything useful, anything of
value? You paused, you observed,
you pondered, you listened. These
are the things silence facilitates.

Naomi Belz

by Jimmy Myers

I know many of you are probably sick of Bagpipe articles that
discuss mandatory chapel. For
those of you who feel this way…
I’m sorry, because I am writing an
article about mandatory chapel.
Here’s what I want to argue: that
there are at least two good reasons

why chapel should not be mandatory and that we should stop
bemoaning the fact that it is.
First, mandatory chapel places an
external obligation where an internal
desire is required. In other words,
mandatory chapel turns worship into
a requirement – a box to be checked,
a card to be swiped. But, it seems
clear to me that what is required for

Maybe there could be some value
in silence after all.
Silence is not emptiness. Silence
is full of meaning, and experiencing silence is a worthwhile pursuit.
Silence breeds consideration and
analysis. Indeed, it is in silence
that the rest of what we do gains
or loses meaning. Socrates once
said that the unexamined life is
not worth living. Silence is not
a void; the essence of silence is
found in contemplation. Silence,
then, is not really silence as we
conventionally think about it.
Silence is taking a step back from
what we do and asking, “Why do
I do this?” In this sense, silence can
be found even in situations where
we are conversing.
Furthermore, silence allows us
the opportunity to do something
else we spend too little time doing
in our culture of distraction — listening. In a culture that encourages us to stand out, find our own
truth, and speak our mind (in
traditional democratic fashion),
we are not inclined to be listeners.
As a result, we often miss out on
opportunities to learn from others,
to consider things we have not

observed before.
So silence is so much more
than an absence of sound. There is
incredible and often unseen value
in silence. Silence can become
an everyday part of our lives — a
practice of taking time to contemplate, to reflect, to listen. To
neglect this practice is to neglect
the establishment and refinement
of guiding principles. Without
well grounded purposes directing

our actions outside of contemplation, we may deem much of what
we do fruitless when we do stop to
ponder and to listen. If we are not
practicing silence in order to fully
pursue productivity, we may one
day realize that our “productivity” was really to no avail! Ultimately, practicing silence facilitates
meaningful productivity, and a
incorporating silence into everyday
activity brings meaning to life.

true, authentic, consistent and engaged worship is a desire which wells
up from within the heart of each
person. Jerram Barrs, in his book,
Learning Evangelism from Jesus,
says it best: “God does not force us
to adore him and we cannot compel
a person to worship our Lord. If
we try to make worship obligatory,
we will produce either spiritual
arrogance or superficial observance
and a resistant heart.” So, perhaps
we ought to seriously reconsider
whether chapel should be a requirement. If the goal of having chapel
is to preserve and perpetuate the
spiritual development and formation
of each student, then perhaps we do
ourselves a disservice by requiring it.
Furthermore, what do we lose by
making chapel optional? Do we lose
anything important? It is possible

that less people would go to chapel.
It could be that the people who
would choose to be at chapel – and,
I think there would be more people
than we would guess – would be
those earnestly and honestly seeking
worship and fellowship and communion. I simply do not see much of a
risk at all in making chapel optional.
Second, I submit that we should
stop grumbling about mandatory
chapel. Why, you ask? I can only
answer your question by asking another: Do you want to worship God?
Do you want to have robust, corporate fellowship with your brothers
and sisters? Do you desire to be used
by God’s kingdom in extraordinarily
ordinary ways? If we desire these
things, I do not understand why we
grumble about mandatory chapel.
This is a time to sing praises to God,

sit under the faithful preaching
of the Word and fellowship with
saints. It is true, there may be good
reasons to make chapel optional, but
there is no good reason to complain
about the chance and opportunity to
worship God in Christ by the Spirit.
Chapel is a gift – and we must never
take it for granted.
I want to encourage us all to
prepare our hearts for worship as
we walk into chapel, instead of
whine about or dwell on the fact
that it is mandatory. Focus and
think about the words that we are
singing; feel God’s presence by his
Spirit sweep through the place;
trust that God will use the time to
sanctify us through and through.
God desires to be with us. The
question we must ask ourselves is:
Do we desire to be with him?

Marciamountshoop.com
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Does Obama Really Care? Letter
by Thomas Holcombe

In light of the Supreme Court
hearings on the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act —
better known as Obamacare — I
think it would be pertinent to
revisit the bill, its passage, and its
implications.
When President Obama was
inaugurated in 2009, he made
healthcare reform a primary objective of his first term. Throughout the spring and summer of
’09, the Obama administration
held a series of meetings, summits, and committees in conjunction with the Democraticcontrolled Congress.
So, what is the bill all about?
To begin, the bill is around 2,000
pages long. That’s right, 2,000
pages. Pagination aside, virtually
none of the Congressmen and
women read the bill through in
its entirety. Indeed, then Speaker
of the House, Nancy Pelosi is on
record as saying in March 2010,
that the bill had to be passed
in order for the public to know
what it contained.
At the heart of the bill lies a
few major tenets, such as: health
insurance providers can no longer deny coverage to individuals on the basis of pre-existing
conditions, all Americans are
required to purchase health
insurance, and lastly, failure
to purchase insurance incurs a
monetary penalty. With respect
to pre-existing conditions, this
means that if you did not previously have insurance and contracted a serious illness such as
skin cancer, insurance companies
could not deny you coverage.
What this means in practice,
though, is that while you are
healthy, you do not have to pay
for insurance by being enrolled
in the program, but once you
become ill, your admittance
cannot be denied. Which brings
us to the mandate. The mandate
is that all Americans must be
covered by some form of health
insurance. The insurance could
come from an employer, Medi-

care, Medicaid, other public
insurance program, or an
individual account. To put
it simply, failure to comply
with the mandate results in
a financial penalty on either
the private business or the
individual. The problem
with this stipulation is that
the annual penalty is far
less than the average insurance premium. At most,
the penalty would be about
$2,000; however, the average cost for family coverage
lies north of $10,000 a year.
Whether insurance is obtained from your employer
or is self-bought, simple
arithmetic tells us what the
obvious financial decision
should be.
Though the goal of the
Obama administration was
to get more people covered,
what will happen in actuality will be a reduction in
coverage among young, healthy
adults. Thus you have a cascading
effect within private insurance
industry. Whereas before, when
both healthy and sick adults
were paying into the system, the
model was financially solvent.
But under the new laws, realistically, only sick people will be
paying for insurance, which will
ultimately cause a rise in premiums and even more people will
not be able to afford coverage.
So herein lies the failure of the
“reform” bill. It undermines the
structure of the private insurance
industry. By allowing people with
pre-existing conditions to buy
insurance only once they become
sick, the private market becomes
financially untenable, leaving the
government, under the model of
Medicaid, as the sole provider of
health insurance.
So what? What’s wrong with
government-run insurance
modelled after Medicaid? As of
right now, Medicare and Medicaid provide health insurance
to the elderly and the poor and
disabled, respectively. Due to the
rising costs of healthcare, the rel-

to the

Editor
"It should be noted . . . "
The first paragraph of Thomas
Holcombe's editorial in last
week's Bagpipe ("Contraception:
Diverting Attention") references
Rush Limbaugh's comments
about a Georgetown law student:
"He called Ms. Fluke a 'slut' and
a 'prostitute' among other things.
It should be noted that he was
trying to be extreme and comical...."
"Comical"? Really? REALLY???
ative amount of money available
to pay out per person is shrinking. This means that Medicare
and Medicaid either cannot
give doctors as much reimbursement for a given procedure, or
that procedure is dropped from
coverage all together. When the
procedures are Pap smears, mammograms, and prostate exams
(all of which check for different
forms of cancer) the results can
be fatal. Putting it all together,
if government-run insurance
were to be provided on a nationwide scale, not only would costs
balloon out of control (current
CBO estimates, $1.76 trillion
over ten years, have Obamacare
costing roughly double what it
was when originally proposed,
$940 billion), but healthcare
rationing would out of necessity have to be employed. Both
outcomes are economically and
morally untenable.
Now, I am not going to deny
that our current system is in serious need of reform. But the sort
of top-down, bureaucratic-style
system is not the solution. For
lack of space, I will offer only a
few short reforms. The first is tort

reform, and by that I mean reducing the number of malpractice/
frivolous lawsuits waged against
physicians. A general surgeon’s
malpractice insurance can be as
high as $120,000 a year. Indiana
and Texas have both passed some
form of tort reform, and not surprisingly, doctors are flocking to
those states. One other reform to
be considered is allowing health
insurance companies to compete
across state lines. Currently insurance companies can only offer
coverage to individuals within
the same state. This means that
Blue Cross Blue Shield recipients
in Tennessee pay a different rate
than those in Georgia. By allowing for open competition across
state lines, insurance premiums
would fall as companies would
then have to compete across the
country for customers.
Many, many pages could be
devoted to Obamacare, but
I hope this brief synopsis is
enough to get you thinking and
maybe do a little research of your
own. Healthcare spending comprises about 17 percent of our
annual GDP; it is not something
to take lightly.

IMHO, it is never, ever "comical" to label a young woman
"slut" or "prostitute". It is even
less "comical" if you read the
rest of Limbaugh's comments.
He said, "So Miss Fluke, and
the rest of you Feminazis, here’s
the deal. If we are going to pay
for your contraceptives, and thus
pay for you to have sex, we want
something for it. We want you
post the videos online so we can
all watch."
Then, mid-editorial, Mr.
Holcombe condemns the Obama
administration for its partisanship and lack of "civility" — and
concludes by quoting Limbaugh
again.
Let's not make excuses for
what is inexcusable and then
accuse the other guy of lacking
"civility". In fact, let's opt out
altogether from the pernicious
political game of demonizing
the evil "them" and idolizing the
godly "us". Christians can do
better than that.
Daphne Haddad
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and the importance of teams,
while arts emphasize beauty and
thoughtfulness. These distinctions
are arbitrary and usually wrong.
Just like the arts, sports are brilliantly emotional. Watch a 16 seed
lose by four points in a heartbreaking, career-ending first round game
during March Madness. Watch the
uncontainable joy in the eyes of the
12-year-old after he makes the big
catch in a little league game.
Sports are also beautiful. Ray
Allen’s jump shot is elegant. The
rhythm of Rafael Nadal’s serve
or Tiger Woods’ swing is calcu-

lated and smooth. The narrative
of a jaw-dropping comeback or
a Cinderella story like the St.
Louis Cardinals awes crowds,
and creates fodder for hours of
storytelling and high fives.
Sports are intellectual. The
strategy that goes into pushing a
football through a defensive line
is staggering. The moving parts
in a triangle offense in basketball
are overwhelming. What’s more
is the enormous institution of
great writers and satiations surrounding these sports.
The point is that we watch

and participate in sports for the
same nuanced reasons that we
love music, books, and movies.
People, either individually or in a
group, come together to finetune amazing skills and put them
on display for their supporters.
What sports provide is an irreplaceable transcendence from the
drone of life. That doesn’t mean
that athletics are simply amusement or escapism, but rather,
that athletics are this multifaceted institution that manifests
its importance in many different ways in our lives: emotions,

beauty, hard work, community
with neighbors, etc.
Athletics bring out the best in us
and the worst in us. They are an exaggeration of the human spirit, put
on display for fans. I’m convinced
that the importance of sports goes
way beyond a healthy way to spend
one’s free time. Sports are part of
who we are, and for us fans, sports
are a constant in an ever-changing
world. So, thanks, athletes. Just
like the local band with a small
fan base, even when a person plays
games in front of 10 fans, he’s still
doing something valuable.

Why We Watch Sports
by John Drexler

Growing up, I was under the
impression that sports and arts
were very much at odds. In my
high school, a person was either
an athlete or one of those kids
who played in a bad band, acted
on stage, or painted abstract art.
But as I grow older, the lines
are less clear to me. See, the
distinction between these stereotypes lies in the cultures that
surround the activities: sports
are for bros, and arts are for the
emotive. Sports teach hard work
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